Abstract-We consider electromagnetics problems involving composite geometries with coexisting open and closed conductors. Hybrid integral equations are presented to improve the efficiency of the solutions, compared to the conventional electric-field integral equation. We investigate the convergence characteristics of iterative solutions of large composite problems with the multilevel fast multipole algorithm. Following a thorough study of how the convergence characteristics depends on the problem geometry, formulation, and iterative solvers, we provide concrete guidelines for efficient solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
R EAL-LIFE electromagnetics problems often involve both thin and thick conductors that need to be modeled with open and closed surfaces, respectively. Since the magnetic-field integral equation (MFIE) [1] - [4] is not applicable to open surfaces, conventional solutions employ the electric-field integral equation (EFIE) [5] even when only a small part of the geometry is an open surface. Unfortunately, EFIE usually gives ill-conditioned matrix equations that are difficult to solve with an iterative solver [6] , especially when the problem includes some closed parts [7] . Consequently, as problem size increases, the solution of composite problems with coexisting open and closed surfaces becomes extremely difficult. To remedy this, we recently proposed a hybrid integral equation (HIE) [8] - [10] , which uses the extended definition of the combined-field integral equation (CFIE) [2] , [3] . This hybrid technique allows for more efficient solutions of composite problems without sacrificing accuracy.
HIE employs CFIE on the closed parts of the geometry, while EFIE is applied on the open parts, as usual. Mathematically, this corresponds to choosing different variables for the convex combination 1 of EFIE and MFIE depending on the row of the In this paper, we extensively investigate the iterative solution of composite problems involving open and closed conducting surfaces. Numerous examples of these problems are presented with their solutions and the results obtained. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We revise the integral equations and introduce hybrid formulations in the next section, followed by the discretization of the integral equations. Iterative solutions of composite problems are investigated in Section IV, where we present the details of the iterations and convergence characteristics. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of efficient solution strategies for different classes of composite problems.
II. INTEGRAL-EQUATION FORMULATIONS
For conducting surfaces, the boundary condition for the tangential electric field can be used to derive EFIE as (1) where we assume the convention in phasor notation. In (1), the scattered field is expressed in terms of the induced (unknown) surface current , is an observation point on the surface, is any tangential vector to the surface at the observation point, is the incident electric field, is the impedance of the host medium, is the wavenumber, and
denotes the homogeneous-space Green's function. An open surface can be thought of as the limit case of squeezing a closed surface into zero thickness so that the open surface is formed by merging the two opposite surfaces of an infinitely thin geometry. Then, the current distribution on the two sides of the thin structure becomes indistinguishable, and they are simply combined into a single equivalent current to be solved as the unknown of the problem [11] . For open surfaces, EFIE in (1) is still applicable since the implied boundary condition remains valid in this limit case.
0018-926X/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE Similar to EFIE, MFIE is derived by using the boundary condition for the tangential magnetic field on the surface as (3) where the observation point approaches the closed surface from the outside, is the outwardly directed normal, and is the incident magnetic field. Although the current term in (1) and (3) are the same, MFIE in (3) is not applicable to open surfaces. In addition to this, the MFIE formulation of a closed conductor becomes increasingly ill-conditioned as the geometry becomes thin and approaches an open surface.
The conventional CFIE is a convex combination of EFIE and MFIE [12] , i.e., (4) where is a parameter between 0 and 1. There are two main reasons why CFIE is the preferred integral equation for the solution of closed surfaces. First, it leads to better-conditioned matrix equations, compared to EFIE and MFIE [6] , [7] ; and second, it is free of the internal resonances experienced by EFIE and MFIE [2] . Since it contains MFIE however, CFIE in (4) is not applicable to open surfaces.
Extending the definition of CFIE, HIEs are obtained as (5) where this time the parameter depends on the observation point. The use of this definition will be clear in the discretization of the equations, where we find a way to accelerate the iterative solution of composite problems.
III. DISCRETIZATION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
Expanding the unknown surface current in a series of basis functions as (6) the boundary conditions are projected onto the testing functions to obtain matrix equations as (7) In (7), are the coefficients to be solved, and the matrix elements are derived by using (1) as (8) for EFIE, and by using (3) as (9) for MFIE. Similarly, the elements of the excitation vector on the right-hand side (RHS) of (7) can be derived as (10) and (11) for EFIE and MFIE, respectively.
Using the definition in (4), the CFIE system is written as (12) (13) by forming the convex combinations of the matrix elements in (8) and (9) and the RHS vector elements in (10) and (11) . Finally, for the hybrid formulations, we use a different combination parameter for each testing function to arrive at
The matrix equation in (14)- (15) has a variable depending on the index of the row in the impedance matrix, i.e., the index of the testing function. This provides the freedom to choose different linear combinations for different testing functions, even using pure EFIE or pure MFIE for some . The significance of choosing a flexible becomes apparent in the solution of composite problems involving both open and closed surfaces. Even if the open parts are only a small portion of these problems, MFIE and CFIE are not applicable. Therefore, EFIE is the only choice despite its ill-conditioned nature, which is even more significant when applied on closed surfaces. Consequently, as the problem size gets larger and the number of unknowns increases, the solution of these problems becomes extremely difficult. Although the iterations are accelerated via efficient algorithms, such as the multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA) [12] , [13] , convergence is usually not reached within a reasonable number of iterations. To remedy this, it is possible with a hybrid formulation to use CFIE for the testing functions located on the closed parts of the geometry, while setting to use EFIE for the open parts. We obtain better-conditioned systems by including the CFIE interactions in the solution of these problems.
A hybrid formulation was employed in a previous study to avoid calculating both MFIE and EFIE interactions for all testing cases, thus reducing the computational cost of the matrix-filling [14] . Another study used the same idea to properly formulate electromagnetics problems with composite structures of thin and thick bodies that are completely closed [15] . There are many other studies presenting various hybrid formulations, where EFIE and MFIE are applied on different parts of the geometry and the two formulations are coupled via iterative updates of the equivalent sources [16] . In this paper, we use the extended definition with a variable for the accurate and efficient iterative solutions of large problems with structures composed of both open and closed surfaces.
IV. ITERATIVE SOLUTIONS OF COMPOSITE PROBLEMS
In this paper, composite problems are solved iteratively by using MLFMA to perform the matrix-vector multiplications efficiently. As detailed in [12] , [13] , MLFMA calculates the distant interactions between the basis and testing functions in a group-by-group manner consisting of three stages called aggregation, translation, and disaggregation. The MLFMA solution of HIEs, where depends on the location of the testing function, is similar to the MLFMA solutions of EFIE, MFIE, and CFIE, and does not require any special procedures. This is because, in MLFMA, radiated and incoming fields do not depend on the type of the formulation and appears only in the receiving patterns of the testing functions [12] .
In all solutions, we employ Rao-Wilton-Glisson [17] functions, and geometries are triangulated with a mesh size of about . Fig. 1 shows three different kinds of composite problems, where the relative amounts of open and closed surfaces are different. All objects are located in free space. The problems are also summarized in Table I . The first problem in Fig. 1(a) is a radiation problem involving a dipole antenna (open surface) of length 1 m located over a perfectly conducting rectangular box (closed surface) with the dimensions of . This structure is an example of problems with almost completely closed geometries, except for very minor open parts. The problem is solved at 300 MHz, and the discretization of the object leads to 24,186 unknowns on the box and only 19 unknowns on the antenna. We simulated the feed of the antenna by a delta-gap source located at the center of the strip, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . A local electric field with amplitude is defined inside the infinitely narrow opening between the triangles so that (16) where (17) In (16), is the length of the edge , on which the delta-gap source is defined. Finally, as an example of problems with comparable amounts of open and closed parts, Fig. 1(c) shows a sphere with radius 30 cm placed over a square patch. The structure is illuminated by the same plane wave as in the second problem. The problem is solved at two frequencies; at 1 GHz, Fig. 2 . Convergence characteristics of the problems in Fig. 1 for different formulations, i.e., EFIE, MFIE/EFIE, and CFIE/EFIE, solved with CGS. the number of unknowns is 3768 on the sphere and 1301 on the patch, whereas at 6 GHz, there are 132,336 unknowns on the sphere and 49,200 on the patch.
A. Formulation
In Fig. 2 , convergence characteristics are depicted for the conjugate gradient squared (CGS) algorithm and for different formulations applied to the problems defined above. In all examples, iterative convergence is the slowest for the conventional EFIE. Especially for the first two problems, EFIE does not reach the residual error within a reasonable number of iterations. Fig. 3 . Iteration counts to reach 10 residual error for the problem in Fig. 1(c) in the frequency range from 500 MHz to 1200 MHz.
As shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b) , the hybrid formulation dramatically improves the convergence of these two problems, when CFIE with is applied to the closed parts. (The choice of will be clarified in the next subsections.) On the other hand, when MFIE is applied to the closed parts, leading to a hybrid MFIE/EFIE formulation, improvement is not sufficient.
For the third problem containing comparable amounts of open and closed surfaces, there is improvement with the hybrid CFIE/EFIE formulation, but it is less than those in the previous two problems. For this problem, EFIE converges better than the first and second problems due to the larger portion of open surface. The CFIE/EFIE formulation is still much better than EFIE for the larger problem in Fig. 2(d) . However, the acceleration provided by CFIE/EFIE is not very significant for the smaller problem in Fig. 2(c) . In fact, the iterations in Fig. 2(c) are at the frequency where EFIE shows quite good performance. In Fig. 3 , a frequency sweep from 500 MHz to 1200 MHz is demonstrated for the same problem. EFIE suffers from internal resonances, and the number of iterations peaks at various frequencies. On the other hand, the hybrid CFIE/EFIE formulation is free of the internal resonances so that the number of iterations is steady and consistently in the same low range.
B. Iterative Methods
We have been using the following iterative methods [18] for the solution of electromagnetics problems formulated with integral equations [19] :
• BiCG: Biconjugate gradient;
• BiCGStab: Biconjugate gradient stabilized;
• CGS: Conjugate gradient squared;
• GMRES: Generalized minimal residual;
• LSQR: Least-square QR;
• TFQMR: Transpose-free quasi-minimal residual.
As an example, we present the solution of Problem 1 with various iterative methods. Fig. 4 demonstrates the convergence characteristics of the solutions for different formulations, where we observe that the hybrid CFIE/EFIE formulation consistently leads to the fastest convergence. Table II lists the number of iterations for the same problem to reach residual error. When the EFIE formulation is applied to the entire problem, CGS, LSQR, and TFQMR converge within 2000 iterations, while BiCG, BiCGStab, and GMRES (with a restart parameter of 200 iterations) do not. With CFIE/EFIE, the number of iterations drops for all cases, but GMRES performs the best in Fig. 4 . Convergence characteristics of the problem in Fig. 1(a) for various iterative methods and different formulations, i.e., EFIE, MFIE/EFIE, and CFIE/ EFIE.
terms of the number of matrix-vector multiplications. This is because GMRES requires only one matrix-vector multiplication per iteration while the others require two. On the other hand, GMRES requires more memory than the other iterative methods in Table II ; hence BiCGStab might be preferred as problem size grows and it becomes critical to reduce memory. 
C. Preconditioning
In the iterative solution of the matrix equation (18) the system can be transformed into a new system as (19) or as (20) where (21) In (19) and (20), the matrix approximates so that the transformed system is likely to be better-conditioned than the original system. In MLFMA implementations, all the near-field interactions are available for the construction of a strong preconditioner. For example, with the direct factorization of the sparse near-field matrix of all near-field interactions, we obtain the near-field preconditioner (NFP) [7] . However, both the factorization performed once before the iterations and the solution of the preconditioner system applied in each iteration are expensive in terms of processing time; thus the preconditioner becomes a bottleneck as problem size grows. To remedy this, a block diagonal preconditioner (BDP) that is much more efficient can be obtained by extracting only the self interactions of the lowest-level clusters [13] . Both the factorization and application of the BDP are ; this is appropriate for MLFMA since the complexity of MLFMA is and the complexity of the preconditioner should not be higher than that. However, BDP is not always successful in reducing the number of iterations.
Convergence characteristics for the preconditioned systems are depicted in Fig. 5 . For the three problems, EFIE and hybrid formulations are solved with CGS preconditioned by BDPs. The EFIE solutions with NFP are also presented in the same figures for comparison. To easily check the effect of preconditioning on different problems and formulations, Table III lists the number of iterations to reach residual error. Looking at Fig. 5 and Table III , we note the following observations.
• For the first problem with a completely closed geometry except for a very minor open part, the convergence of the Fig. 1 formulations. In addition to this, EFIE with NFP performs better than the hybrid formulations with NP. Consequently, NFP provides a trade-off between memory and number of iterations. There is an alternative way (not shown in this paper) using the hybrid CFIE/EFIE formulation with NFP and leading to fewer iterations. However, due to the non-symmetric impedance matrix, this would be more expensive in terms of memory than the EFIE case.
D. CFIE Variable
Finally, we focus on the variable employed in the convex combination of EFIE and MFIE in the CFIE part of the hybrid formulations. We demonstrate two different cases in Fig. 6 , where the number of CGS iterations are depicted with respect to the variable applied on the closed parts of the problems. The four curves in each figure represent the residual errors from to . Comparing Fig. 6 (a) and (b), we observe that the dependence on the is directly based on the type of geometry. In Problem 1, where only a small portion of the geometry is open, there is an optimal of about 0.2-0.4 for the best convergence. In both directions to MFIE/EFIE and to EFIE , the number of iterations increases. On the other hand, in the case of Problem 3, the open part is relatively larger, and it is difficult to set an optimal for . We conclude that choosing around 0.2 does not guarantee the exact optimal convergence for all cases, but it provides a number of iterations close to the optimal case.
V. RCS RESULTS
To check the accuracy of the hybrid formulations, radar cross section (RCS) results are presented for the problems in Fig. 1(a) and (c). The normalized RCS is defined as (22) for any direction , where and represent the scattered and incident electric fields. In Fig. 7 , the normalized RCS values (dB) are plotted on the plane with respect to the angle defined as increasing from the positive axis to the positive axis. The highest RCS values in Fig. 7(b) and (c) appear at 270 , which corresponds to the forward-scattering direction according to the excitations described in Section IV. For both radiation and scattering problems, we observe that the hybrid CFIE/EFIE formulation provides accurate results that agree well with the reference EFIE solutions.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study, we investigate the effect of the HIE formulations specifically for the iterative solutions of composite problems involving open and closed conducting surfaces. The results indicate that the iterative solutions are significantly improved with the hybrid formulations, compared to the conventional EFIE. Based on an extensive set of results, some of which are presented in this paper, we offer the following guidelines for the iterative solutions of the composite problems.
1) For problems with closed geometries except for very minor parts [such as Problem 1 in Fig. 1(a) ], use the hybrid CFIE/ EFIE formulation with and employ BDP to accelerate the solution. GMRES and BiCGStab are good candidates for the iterative solver.
2) For problems with less open parts and more closed parts [such as Problem 2 in Fig. 1(b) ], use the hybrid CFIE/ EFIE formulation with . Avoid using simple preconditioners such as BDP that is likely to slow down the convergence.
3) For problems with comparable open and closed parts [such as Problem 3 in Fig. 1(c) ], use the hybrid formulation with . Again, avoid using simple preconditioners such as BDP. On the other hand, if the memory is available, EFIE with a strong preconditioner (e.g., NFP) is still a good choice and may perform better than the hybrid formulations without a preconditioner. Similar to problems involving only open surfaces [19] , LSQR may perform better than the other iterative methods for this type of composite problems.
